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Abstract

This work employs a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional model to predict the thermal behaviour of 30-A h NirMH batteries. The
temperature of battery can rise to about 458C during 15-A charging under natural convection. Batteries attached with aluminum fins
exhibit an effective heat-dissipation behaviour under either natural convection or forced convection conditions. The temperature is around
37 and 328C under natural convection and forced convection, respectively. During discharge, the temperature rise of the battery is only
about 68C under adiabatic conditions. In a closely-packed module, natural and forced convection is unable to reduce the temperature
increase in the central part of a module. Experimental results indicate that the one-dimensional model is sufficient for the system
operating under natural convection condition. For forced convection, the prediction is more accurate with the two-dimensional model. In
general, the simulation results correlate well with measurements. q 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rechargeable NirMH batteries are becoming increas-
ingly popular owing to the demand for power sources with
high specific energy, high-rate capability, long cycle life,
and low environmental impact. NirMH batteries are also

w xhighly promising for electric vehicles 1 .
To achieve the required capacity, a large-scale battery is

necessary for electric-vehicle applications. The tempera-
ture tends to increase in electric-vehicle batteries during
charging and discharging processes. With leadracid batter-
ies, high temperatures might cause the electrolyte to be-
come more corrosive and the charging current to become
unstable. Moreover, the structure of the active materials in
the positive electrode might degrade and, ultimately, be-

w xcomes inactive 2 . Such effects decrease the battery capac-
w xity and shorten the cycle life 3 . Similarly, many serious

problems attributed to high temperature also arise in lithium
batteries. For instance, a situation in which the generated
heat during discharging cannot be effectively removed
might create either an irreversible side reaction in the

w xbatteries or melting of the solid lithium 4 . The above two
examples demonstrate that high temperature can heavily
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influence the performance of batteries, particularly in large
units.

The mathematical simulation of heat transport in batter-
ies is an effective means of obtaining information on
whether or not excessive heat can be removed, or how
operating temperature can be controlled in an appropriate
range. Several studies have closely examined the thermal
behaviour of electric-vehicle batteries. Pal and Newman
w x w x4,5 , Newman and Tiedeman 6 and Chen and Evans
w x7–9 have presented mathematical models to calculate the
thermal behaviour of a lithiumrpolymer battery. Choi and

w xYao 3,10 have developed a mathematical model for the
w xleadracid battery. Lee et al. 11 have also proposed a

mathematical model for electric-vehicle batteries.
While focusing primarily on leadracid and

lithiumrpolymer batteries, most of the above studies have
not addressed the thermal behaviour of the NirMH sys-
tem, which is particularly sensitive to elevated tempera-
ture. Therefore, in this study, we employ one-dimensional
and two-dimensional mathematical models to predict the
thermal behaviour of NirMH batteries. The results are
compared with actual measurements. Consideration is also
given to the fact that, in practical electric-vehicle applica-
tions, batteries are connected either in series or parallel to
provide the required voltage and capacity, Consequently,
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the heat dissipation from 20 single NirMH batteries con-
nected in a series is examined. Finally, the feasibility of
using metallic fins to accelerate heat dissipation is ex-
plored.

2. Experimental

Ž .A 30-A h, NirMH cell 110=20=90 mm fabricated
by NEXcell Battery, was used as a test unit to investigate
the temperature distribution during discharging and charg-
ing. The electrodes were encased in a container made of
stainless steel.

Charging and discharging were controlled at constant
Ž .current by a chargerdischarge unit Kikusui PFX40 W-8 .

The cut-off of the discharge voltage was 1.0 V. The
temperature variations in different locations during charg-
ing and discharging were measured by 12 thermocouples
Ž .K-type, diameter 0.12 mm embedded inside the battery.
The data were recorded on a personal computer with an

Ž .amplifier board Adventech PCLD-779 and a data-
Ž .acquisition card Adventech PCL-812PG .

Owing to the lack of information of some thermophysi-
w xcal parameters, the Knodler 12 method and the thermal

conductivity measuring apparatus were employed to esti-
mate the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity, re-
spectively. Measurements of thermal conductivity, ob-
tained by means of a Tokyo Meter HVS-40-200 SD were
taken before cycling. The electrodes are porous materials
and are filled with air during measurement. Finally, the
porosity of the electrode materials and the separator was

Žmeasured by means of mercury porosimetry Micro-
.meritics Autopore II 9220 .

3. Results and discussion

A NirMH cell can be conceptually divided into two
Žregions: a core region and a boundary region as in the

w x.two-region model of Lee et al. 11 . The core region is
composed of electrode materials, a separator, and an elec-
trolyte. The boundary region is the stainless-steel case. The
30-A h NirMH cell is shown schematically in Fig. 1. In
our system, the heat dissipation in the y-direction is larger,
and therefore, more critical than in other directions. Never-
theless, the heat dissipation in the x-direction is also
examined in order to yield more accurate results. The
density, thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the

Fig. 1. Schematic of a 30-A h NirMH cell.
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electrode are assumed to remain constant within a certain
temperature range. The motion of the electrolyte due to the
change in electrode, porosity is neglected. Based on these
assumptions, the transient heat transfer model, i.e., either a
one-dimensional or a two-dimensional heat transfer model,
can be written as:

E T E 2T
one-dimensional model: rC sk qq 1Ž .˙p y 2E t E y

E T E 2T
two-dimensional model: rC skp x 2E t E x

E 2T
qk qq 2Ž .˙y 2E y

Ž 3.where r denotes the average density 3250 kgrm ; Cp

represents the average heat capacity; k and k is thex y

thermal conductivity of the battery in the x-direction and
the y-direction, respectively; q denotes the rate of heat˙
generation per unit volume. For simplicity, according to

w xthe assumption of Bernardi et al. 13 , the heat generation

is distributed uniformly throughout the battery. Hence,
heat generation can be written as:

I d E0
qs EyE qT 3Ž . Ž .˙ 0V dTb

Žwhere: I represents the current I)0 for charging and
.I-0 for discharging , V is the cell volume, E denotesb

the cell potential; E represents the open-circuit potential.0
w xAccording to Berndt 14 , the heat generation can be

Ž .divided into the joule effect EyE and the reversible0
Ž .heat effect Td E rdT . In a NirMH battery, the re-0

versible heat effect is attributed primarily to the hydrogen
absorbing–desorbing reaction on the negative electrode

w xduring cycling 14 ; the joule heat effect is ascribed largely
to the charging reaction. As the battery approaches 75;

80% state-of-charge, oxygen evolution occurs at the posi-
tive electrode and oxygen reduction at the negative elec-

w x w xtrode 15 . In this ‘internal oxygen cycle reaction’ 14 , the
reversible heat effects at the positive and negative elec-
trode cancel out each other, and the open-circuit voltage

w xequals zero 14 . Consequently, in our models, the total
Ž .charging current I is divided into two parts: the current

Ž .of charging reaction I and the current of the internal1

Fig. 2. Current and voltage curves of a NirMH cell during charging.
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Ž .Ž .Fig. 3. Relationship of 1rI dTrd t and charging current I.

Ž .oxygen cycle reaction I . A typical current response2

during charging, is shown in Fig. 2.
It is further assumed that only convection cooling is

significant at the boundary and radiation cooling can be
neglected. Assuming a constant heat transfer coefficient
over the battery external surface, the boundary conditions

w xcan be written as follows 11 :
y1

E T L 1A
yk s q TyTŽ .x `E x k hA

at xs0, 0-y-L 4Ž .y

y1
E T L 1A

yk s q TyTŽ .x `E x k hA

at xsL , 0-y-L 5Ž .x y

y1
E T L 1A

yk s q TyTŽ .x `E x k hA

at ys0, 0-x-L 6Ž .x

y1
E T L 1A

yk s q TyTŽ .y `E x k hA

at ysL , 0-x-L 7Ž .y x

Ž .where: L 0.5 mm denotes the thickness of the wall; kA A
Ž .468 Jrkg K represents the thermal conductivity of the
wall; T is the ambient temperature. Boundary conditions`

Ž . Ž .6 and 7 are for a one-dimensional model, and boundary
Ž . Ž .conditions 4 ; 7 are necessary for a two-dimensional

one.
In this study, the battery was kept at ambient tempera-

ture prior to charging and discharging. Therefore, the
initial condition can be written as

TsT ts0, 0-x-L , 0-y-L . 8Ž .` x y

Ž . w xOwing to the lack of published data, Eq. 9 12 can be
used to determine the actual heat capacity and reversible
heat effects of battery, viz.,
1 dT R T d Ez 0

s Iy 9Ž .
I d t mC mC dTp p

h
R sz I
where: R denotes the apparent DC cell resistance; mz

represents the total mass of the battery; h is the overvolt-
age.

Ž .Ž .The relationship between 1rI dTrd t and the charg-
ing current I is shown in Fig. 3. According to the slope
and the intercept, the heat capacity and reversible heat

Ž .effects Td E rdT of the battery are equal to 2788 Jrkg0

K and 0.023 V, respectively. The measured heat capacity
includes the core and the wall regions but the average heat
capacity of the core region can be estimated as 3200 Jrkg
K.

Based on the concept of equivalent electric resistance
connected in a series- or parallel-form, in this work, k x

and k are estimated according to the following equationsy
w x8 :

L Ly y
series-connected k s sy Ly Ly Ly Lyi p n s

q qÝ
k k K ki p n si

10Ž .
k Lyi i

parallel-connected k sÝx Lyi

k Ly qk Ly qk Lyp p n n s s
s 11Ž .

Ly
Ž .where: Ly , Ly and Ly denote the total thickness mmp n s

of positive electrode, negative electrode, and separator,
respectively; k , k and k represent the average thermalp n s
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Table 1
Average thermal conductivities of electrodes and separator

Positive electrode Negative electrode Separator
a a bŽ .k Wrm K 1.14 1.16 0.22m
c c cŽ .´ porosity 0.22 0.27 0.74
a aw x Ž .k 1y´ Wrm K 0.89 0.85 0.057m
d d dŽ .k Wrm K 0.57 0.57 0.57f

Ž .Ly mm 7.37 5.40 6.23i
Ž .k Wrm K 1.02) 1.00) 0.48)

a Measured result.
b w xRef. 14 .
c Measured result.
d w xRef. 16 .

Ž . w x)The average thermal conductivity is estimated by Eq. 12 16 :
ks k 1y´ q k ´ 12Ž . Ž .m f

where k , and k are the thermal conductivities of structural materialsm f
Ž .and filling material KOH , respectively.

Ž .conductivities Wrm K of positive electrode, negative
electrode and separator, respectively. Table 1 summarizes
the average thermal conductivities of the electrodes and
the separator. The k and k are estimated to be 0.72 andy x

0.84 Wrm K, respectively.
The voltage response of the 30-A h NirMH cell during

15 and 20 A charging is given in Fig. 4. This voltage
Ž .response is then used in Eq. 3 to calculate the value of

the joule effect. Part of the joule effect due to the charging
Ž .reaction equals EyE = I and the other part due to the0 1

Ž .internal oxygen cycle reaction equals EyE = I . Con-0 2

sequently, the joule effect can be described as 0.3= I q1

1.5= I at 15 A charging. Notably, the reversible heat2

Ž w x .effect T d E rdT = I is only 0.023= I . Moreover, the0 1 1

rate of heat generation during charging is attributed pri-
marily to the joule effect, particularly above 75% state-of-
charge.

The finite difference method is employed to derive the
two mathematical models. Fig. 5 presents the calculated
Ž .one-dimensional and two-dimensional models and mea-
sured temperature profile in the x- and y-directions at
varying charging times under natural convection. When the
charging times are 60 and 90 min, the battery temperature
rises from 23.5 to 28.5 and 32.58C, respectively. Simula-
tion results correlate fairly well with the actual temperature

Ždistribution. Towards the end of the charging stage 114
.min , however, the measured temperature distribution ap-

parently becomes less uniform than predicted. Fig. 5 also
reveals that the calculated temperature profile, as obtained
by the one-dimensional model, is close to the two-dimen-
sional model in the y-direction under natural convection.
This finding suggests that the one-dimensional model can
predict accurately the temperature distribution under natu-
ral convection in our system.

Fig. 6 compares the one-dimensional and two-dimen-
sional mathematical models in terms of the calculated
temperature rise in the centre of the battery under natural
or forced convection. According to this comparison, the
one-dimensional and two-dimensional models tend to dif-
fer less in terms of temperature rise as the heat transfer
coefficient at the external surface is decreased from 25 to 6
Wrm2 K. In addition, comparing forced and natural con-
vections indicates that the battery temperature is markedly
lower under forced convection than under natural convec-

Fig. 4. Voltage response of a 30-A h NirMH cell during charging at 15 and 20 A.
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Ž .Fig. 5. Measured and calculated one-dimensional and two-dimensional models temperature profile in x-and y-directions at varying charging times under
Ž 2 .natural convection hs6 Wrm K ; charging current 15 A.

tion. This discrepancy is ascribed to the fact that forced
convection can sufficiently dissipate the generated heat.
The one-dimensional model becomes less accurate than the
two-dimensional model under forced convection.

The two-dimensional temperature distribution at the end
of charging at 15 A under natural or forced convection is

shown in Fig. 7. When the charging process is under
natural convection, the temperature gradient in the x-direc-
tion is not as pronounced as that under forced convection.
Therefore, the heat dissipation effect in the x-direction can
be neglected in comparison with the y-direction. This
phenomenon indicates that the one-dimensional model can

Fig. 6. Calculated temperature rise in the centre of a cell by means of one-dimensional and two-dimensional mathematical models for charging at 15 A.
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Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .Fig. 7. Temperature distribution at the end of charging at 15 A by means of two-dimensional model under: a natural convection hs6 Wrm K ; b
Ž 2 .forced convection hs25 Wrm K .

Fig. 8. Calculated temperature rise in the centre of a 30-A h NirMH cell during charging at 15 A for four different cooling situations.
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describe adequately the battery temperature distribution
under conditions of a low heat transfer coefficient. The
heat dissipation increases in the x-direction, however, on
increasing the heat transfer coefficient. The heat dissipa-
tion cannot be neglected because the temperature gradient
becomes larger. Thus, the two-dimensional model is
deemed necessary to investigate the thermal behaviour
under forced convection.

w xPrevious studies 16,17 have demonstrated that a metal-
lic fin can effectively enhance the rate of heat dissipation.
Therefore, in this work, we examined the effect of adding
an aluminum fin to the NirMH battery. The fins consisted

Ž .of 100 sheets 110=2.5=0.25 mm for each sheet and
were used on the two external surfaces in the y-direction.
Fig. 8 gives the temperature rise in the central region of a
30-A h NirMH cell during charging at 15 A under four

Ž . Ž .different cooling cases: a natural convection; b forced
Ž . Ž . Ž .convection; c natural convection with fins ; d forced
Ž . Ž . Ž .convection with fins . Comparison between a and c or

Ž . Ž .b and d reveals that either in natural convection or
forced convection, the aluminum fins can reduce signifi-
cantly the temperature rise due to the increase in the heat

Ž .dissipation surface. In case d , the temperature rise de-
creases rapidly and the temperature quickly reaches a
steady value before 75% state of charging. Beyond this
state, the temperature increases due to the internal oxygen
cycle reaction. Nevertheless, the temperature is still

Ž . Ž . Ž .markedly lower than in cases a , b and c .
On discharge, the results demonstrate that the increased

temperature is only ;68C after full discharge under adia-
batic conditions. If convection cools the external surface,
then the temperature will be much lower. This indicates
that the temperature rise during discharging is not a serious
problem even under the worst heat-dissipation conditions.

Multiple batteries packed in a module naturally will
have more serious heat-dissipation problems than a single
battery system. Fig. 9 displays the simulated temperature

Ž .distribution of a closely packed module 20 cells in series
Ž .at the end of charging at 15 A under a natural convec-

Ž . Ž . Žtion, b forced convection and c forced convection with
.fins . Notably, the temperature in the centre of the module

is roughly the same regardless of the convection mode. By
contrast, the temperature in the centre of a single cell is
substantially lower under forced convection than under

Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Simulated temperature distribution of a closely packed module at the end of charging at 15 A and under a natural convection and b forced
convection.
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Ž .natural convection Fig. 7 . Obviously, both natural and
forced convection cannot effectively reduce the tempera-
ture rise in the central region of a packed module. The
scale of the packed module is much larger than the single
cells in addition, the heat transfer resistance in the y-direc-
tion is larger. Therefore, the generated heat of the packed
module in the central region is insufficiently dissipated to
the surroundings by natural or forced convection. When
metallic fins are used on the external surface of a packed
module in the y-direction the data of Fig. 9c reveals that
the temperature cannot be reduced, even with forced con-
vection. To improve the heat dissipation of a closely
packed module, aluminum fins are required together with
adequate air space between each battery to facilitate fur-
ther forced convection. Unfortunately, this approach is not
practical.

4. Conclusions

Based on the results obtained from model prediction
and experimental measurements, we can conclude the fol-
lowing.

Ž .1 The one-dimensional model can accurately predict
the temperature distribution of a 30-A h NirMH cell under
natural convection. In addition, a two-dimensional model
is required under forced convection. The predictions by
both models correlate well with the measured temperature
distribution under natural convection. However, as full
charge is approached and the changing current increases to
20 A, the actual measured temperature distribution be-
comes less uniform than that of the prediction.

Ž .2 The temperature rise of a battery in the charging
process can reach around 458C. Hence, the charging tem-
perature becomes a major problem, particularly at 75%
state of charge. Simulation results demonstrate that the
heat dissipation can be effectively improved by attaching
aluminium fins on the external surface of the battery.
Moreover, the discharging temperature is not a serious
problem because the increased temperature is only ;68C
at full discharge under adiabatic condition.

Ž .3 In a closely packed module, natural and forced
convection cannot effectively reduce the temperature rise
in the centre of a battery module.

5. Symbols and nomenclature

Ž .C Heat capacity Jrkg Kp
Ž .E Cell potential V

Ž .E Open-circuit potential Vo
Ž 2 .h Heat transfer coefficient Wrm K

Ž .I Current A
Ž .k Thermal conductivity of wall Wrm KA

k Thermal conductivity of negative electroden
Ž .Wrm K

Žk Thermal conductivity of positive electrode Wrmp
.K

Ž .k Thermal conductivity of separator Wrm Ks
Žk Thermal conductivity in the x-direction Wrmx

.K
Žk Thermal conductivity in the y-direction Wrmy

.K
Ž .L Thickness of the wall mmA

Ž .L Total thickness of negative electrode mmn
Ž .L Total thickness of positive electrode mmp

Ž .L Total thickness of separator mms
Ž .L Total thickness of battery in x-direction mmx
Ž .L Total thickness of battery in y-direction mmy

Ž .m Total mass of battery kg
Ž 3 .q Heat generation rate per unit volume Jrm s˙

Ž .R Apparent DC cell resistance Vz
Ž .T Temperature of battery 8C

Ž .T Ambient temperature 8C`

Ž .t Time s
Ž 3.V Cell volume mb

Ž 3.r Density kgrm
Ž .h Overvoltage V
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